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Abstract: We study continuous and discrete spin systems on a lattice with random
interactions of finite range. In particular for sufficiently large interactions we prove
no spectral gap property in the high temperature region. Moreover we show that
in two dimensions, if the temperature is sufficiently high and the probability of
interaction to be large is small enough, we have an almost sure stretched exponential
upper bound for the decay to equilibrium.

1. Introduction

It is known that the spin systems with random interactions can exhibit a rather
unusual behaviour even in the high temperature equilibrium, [21, 13]. This equilib-
rium behaviour has been extensively studied on the rigorous level, (see e.g. [5,18,7,
6,25,20,14,15,... ,40] and references given there), and at the moment we have rel-
atively good understanding of the high temperature phase. In particular it is known
that for random spin systems with short range interactions with probability one we
have an exponential decay of correlations with nonrandom characteristic length. The
understanding of the corresponding stochastic dynamics on the rigorous level is much
less advanced, although recently some progress has been made. In the direction of
mean field models, the asymptotics of Langevin dynamics have been investigated
in [2, 3, 4, 23] and have been proven to exhibit unusual non-Markovian features.
For short range models, it has been shown in [39] that the generator of Glauber
dynamics for the Ising type discrete spin systems on TLd cannot have a spectral
gap with probability one, if the couplings are allowed to take sufficiently large val-
ues. This is in distinction to nonrandom spin systems where the spectral gap is a
typical feature of the high temperature phase, (see e.g. [1,33-35] and references
given there). The no spectral gap result of [39] has been strongly based on the
finite volume estimates of the spectral gap in the phase transition region obtained
in [37]. In the present paper we extend the result of [39] to systems where weaker
information is available, including an interesting case of continuous spins. Such a
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property suggests that we can no longer expect to have an exponential decay to
equilibrium for local variables. Indeed it has been proven in [39] that for the one
dimensional spin systems with unbounded interactions, for which the couplings sat-
isfy some exponential bound, one has with probability one an upper bound for the
decay to equilibrium in uniform norm for local observables given by a stretched ex-
ponential. More recently, a very interesting result about the high temperature decay
to equilibrium for random spin systems on Έd, d ^ 1 has been obtained in [20].
Using some clever percolation technique, the authors have shown an almost sure
upper bound for the decay to equilibrium which is faster than any polynomial, but
slower than a stretched exponential.

In the present paper we study further the problem of decay to equilibrium in
disordered spin systems with short range interactions, but including also continuous
spin systems. For such systems there is no similar percolation technique available.
We use a strategy, (originated in [24], see also [33-36 and 39]), based on appli-
cation of local hypercontractivity. For such a strategy to work one needs to have a
stochastic dynamics with a good approximation property by finite volume stochastic
dynamics. In Sect. 2 we show how to extend the classical construction (used e.g.
in [34 and 27]) to the case when the diffusion coefficients, respectively in the dis-
crete case when the rate functions, are possibly unbounded with probability one. In
general the finite volume approximation can be rather slow. We show however that
there is a large class of interactions with unbounded couplings for which one has an
exponential approximation property up to linear times (in the size of the volume).
Distinguishing this class is important when we want to study non-exponential de-
cay to equilibrium, (although in view of no spectral gap property shown in Sect. 3,
the class of interactions with uniformly bounded but sufficiently large couplings is
already interesting). In Sects. 4 and 5 we show that in such class (including un-
bounded couplings) when the dimension of the lattice is two, one has a stretched
exponential upper bound on the decay to equilibrium with probability one in the
high temperature region. This result is true for continuous as well as for discrete
spins. The main technical ingredient is the almost sure control on the growth of
the logarithmic Sobolev coefficient for finite volume Gibbs measures. It is presented
in Sect. 5, in the discrete setting; the continuous one is easier. We show that this
coefficient is growing in a sublinear way and thus one gets a stretched exponential
upper bound for the decay to equilibrium. As the temperature is increasing one has
less and less stretching and, in the case of unbounded couplings, in the limit when
the temperature goes to infinity, we approach the exponential decay; for bounded
couplings one gets the exponential decay above a finite temperature, which clearly
suggests some dynamical phase transition. We can show that also in some higher
dimensional disordered systems the almost sure upper bound for the decay is faster
than the one obtained in [20]. To keep the size of this paper reasonable, we decided
to present that elsewhere.

The no spectral gap property and the almost sure upper bounds for the decay to
equilibrium suggest that in disordered spin systems there is a qualitative difference
between the decay to equilibrium and the decay of correlations (which in systems
with the finite speed of propagation of information gives us always the lower bound).
It is also known that for the disordered systems in the high temperature region we
have no analyticity properties. This would somehow confirm a hypothesis (advocated
in [34], see also [28, 29, 32]) that the exponential decay to equilibrium in the
uniform norm is related to analytic behaviour of the system.
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1,1. Preliminaries. Let TLd be a d G N dimensional integer lattice with a metric

d(ij) = Σt=ι l / α -/I' .A* G %d βy ̂  we Denote the family of all finite subsets
of the lattice. Let J^o = {Λn £ ^JWGN be a countable exhaustion of the lattice, i.e.
an increasing sequence of finite sets invading all the lattice. We will assume that
J^o is a Fisher sequence, [31]. A cardinality (the volume) of a finite set X G 2F
will be denoted by \X\. Given a positive number R we define an /^-boundary of a
set A C TLd as follows:

where Ac = TLd\A and d(j,A) denotes the distance of j from the set A.
Dependent on the context, our single spin space M will be either a finite set

or a smooth, compact, connected (finite dimensional) Riemannian manifold. In the
first and the second situation we will speak about the discrete and continuous cases,
respectively. The typical examples frequently used in statistical mechanics are given
by a two point set {—!,+!} and an TV-dimensional unit sphere SN C R^+1, re-
spectively. A configuration space of the infinite spin system on the lattice TLd is a

product space Ω = Mz with a Borel σ-algebra Σ given by the product topology.
Given a finite set X G ̂  we define a projection

Ω 3 ω ̂  ωx G Mx ,

in particular if X = {j} is a single point set, such a projection map is called a spin
at site j G TLd and is denoted by σy. Given a set X G 3F, we define a measurable
mapping

Ω x Ω 3 (ω, ώ) H^ ω x ώ G Ω

by setting

(ω χ u,,, - ) ~ Λ
otherwise

In the case when X = {j} is a one point set, we will simplify this notation by
writing ω 7 ώ Ξ ω •{_/} όj We introduce also a measurable mapping

M* x M*c 3 (yχ9zχc) h-> j^ oxzjr< e Ω

by setting
I y ΐ ./ -̂ "^

\ VY O Y ZYC ) » — \
[ Zj otherwise

For A C TLd we define Z1^ as a smallest σ-algebra for which all the spins σ/, j G /I
are measurable. A set of continuous and bounded measurable functions on (Ω, Σ)
will be denoted by ^ Ξ ^(£2) and IB Ξ B(ί2), respectively. By || ||M we denote the
supremum norm on IB. A measurable or continuous real function / on the configu-
ration space is called a local function if there is a finite set 7 G 3F such that / is
Σγ measurable. This means that there is a measurable (or continuous) function φγ

on Mr such that /(ω) = φγ(coγ). A set of all local continuous and local measur-
able functions will be denoted by ^0 = ^o(Ω) and BO = B0(Ω), respectively. For
a given local function /, a smallest set Z G ̂  for which / is Σ% measurable will
be denoted by Λ ( f ) and called a set of localisation of the function f. Frequently
it will be convenient to use the following notation d ( f , Y) = d ( Λ ( f ) , 7), where on
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the right-hand side we have the distance between two subsets Λ ( f ) and Y of the
lattice TLά '.

By VM we will denote a probability measure on (M, JM) given by a normalised
counting measure or the normalised Riemannian volume corresponding to a given

Riemannian metric, respectively. A product measure μo Ξ v^z on (Ω, Σ) is called
a free measure. We will use a notation μf to denote an expectation value of
measurable function / and a probability measure μ given on the same measurable
space (whenever it is well defined). A covariance of two functions / and g with
the measure μ will be denoted by

μ(/>#) = μfβ - μfμg

In the configuration space Ω we have a natural representation (7})ye^ of the
group of translations of the lattice given by the following measurable maps:

We can use it to induce a representation on the space of measurable functions by
setting

(Ty/)(ω) = f(Tjω) .

Given a measurable function / on (Ω, Σ\ for every configuration ω G Ω and a
finite set X G J% we define a function

M* 3 y ̂  fχ(y\ω) = f(y ox ωχc) .

In the particular case of the one point set X = {j} we use a simplified notation
fj(y\co) = f(y Oj ω) = f^(y\ω). In the continuous case, if for every j G TLd and
ω, the function /}( |ω) is differentiable, we say that / is differentiable. For such a
function we introduce its gradient VΛ/ = (V//)/^, with respect to coordinates in
a set A C 7Ld , where

Vy /(ω) = d^fj(x\ω)\x=ωj

with dM denoting the gradient operator on the Riemannian manifold M. Using the
scalar product ( | )y associated to the Riemannian manifold M (at site /), we
introduce the square of the gradient VΛ/ by the following formula:

\VΛf\
2(ω) =

If A = %d, for simplicity we will omit the corresponding index in the notation of the
gradient. The space of all differentiable functions for which the following seminorm
is finite

= Σ

will be denoted by ̂ l . Inductively, we say that a function / is ra-times differentiable
if for every finite set X e ̂  and ω G Ω the corresponding function fχ( \ω) on
M^ is «-times differentiable. Frequently we will use also the following abbreviated
notation:

ιιy, /ιι =
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and

||V,V,/U = || ViVjf\ \\u .

In the discrete case we will use a similar notation, with V/ denoting the discrete
gradient defined by the formula

Vy/(ω) = /(ω) - / vM(dx)f(x o, ω{j}c) .
M

Let (J,^j,E) be a probability space. A potential is a family Φ = (Φ O rejF con-
sisting of measurable functions Φx : JJ x Ω — > IR, such that:

- for every Jf G J ,̂ the function Φx( J, ) is continuous and Z> measurable (i.e.
depends only on the coordinates (ω/, 7 G X)), and

- for every i G Z^ we have

H* <oc.

- The family {Φχ( ,ω),X e ^} of random variables is mutually independent
on the probability space (JJ, ̂ j, E). Moreover, the random variables Φx+j( , 7}ω)
and Φ^( , ω) are identically distributed.

Example A. Let J = {Jx £ R}^ejr be a collection of mutually independent (possi-
bly unbounded) random variables, such that Jx and Jx+j are identically distributed

for any X ^^ and j G Z*. We set

where φ = {φx}xe& is a nonrandom Gibbsian potential on (Ω, Σ) and Jx satisfies
some moment conditions, [38]. In discrete case we would get a random spin- type
interaction by setting φx = σx = Πίex σ/, X G 2F .

Example B. Let M = SN and let J = {Jx G R}^6<^ be similar as in the previous
example. Let p = [px G R}^GJΓ be a sequence such that

l l p l l i = SUP Σ \pχ\ < °°

but
1Mb = sup

zezrf

XBi

For a fixed vector v £ SN we define

Φ^r(J, ω) = px cos

Here σz and f denote unit vectors in IR^+1 and the dot the Euclidean scalar product
in R^+1. In the present situation our potential Φ is bounded, but the considerations
of [17], (see also [8]), for nonrandom potentials suggest that dependent on the
behaviour of moments of Jx, X G 2P , we can have qualitatively different behaviour
at high temperatures. In general one would expect to have unique high temperature
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phase, (but for random variables with variance var(Jχ) decreasing slower to zero
than l/^/\X~\ it is a hard open problem).

In this paper we restrict ourselves to potentials of finite range, i.e. we assume
that there is a positive integer R such that Φx = 0 whenever diam(JQ ^ R. Addi-
tionally in the continuous case we assume that the potential is twice differentiable,
in the sense that for every X G ̂  the corresponding function Φχ(J, ) is twice
differentiable, for every J G JI.

Given a potential Φ, we define interaction energy UA and Hamiltonian HA in a
finite set Λ9 respectively by

UΛ(J,co)= Σ ΦHJsίw)

and
#ΛJ,ω) =

XCΛ

We introduce finite volume Gibbs measures μ '̂ω and μj Λ in a finite volume A with
external conditions given by configuration ω G Ω and with zero boundary conditions,
respectively, by

1

and

for local functions /, in the second case satisfying Λ(/) C Λ9 where μ^1 denotes
the restriction of the free measure μo to ΣΛ.

2. The Approximation Property for Stochastic Dynamics

In the continuous case we define a Markov generator L^ = Lj5/ι in a finite volume
Λ e <F by setting

where
Lf = Lίf/ Ξ Δt - ViHitΛ V/

with ΔI denoting the Laplace-Beltrami operator and

Hi,Λ= Σ Φx
XCΛ
X3i

Note that when the interaction is of finite range R, for any / G A satisfying
d(i, Ac) ^ R we have

Lf = L/ = ̂  -V I ̂ .V ϊ .

(Whenever the single spin space M have a nonempty boundary 3M, one needs
to specify the boundary conditions for the functions in the domain of our Markov
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generator.) Then for any finite set A and any J G JJ, we have a well defined Markov

semigroup Pf =Pt' =etL/l. We will be interested in the construction and study
of the infinite volume semigroup Pt = Pf defined formally by an operator

L = L j = ΣLί (1)
i€Zd

which is well defined on the dense in Ή1 subset of smooth cylinder functions (sat-
isfying some boundary conditions if dM is nonempty). Moreover such an operator
is symmetric and nonnegative in IL2(μj) for any Gibbs measure μj corresponding
to the same interactions. (Following [41], one could also consider nonsymmetric
generators.)

In the discrete case we introduce the finite volume generators by a formula

where
&x+if(ω) = &j,x+if(ω) = μ%+if - f ( ω )

and a;r+/ = a^+/(J,ω) is a positive bounded (but not necessarily uniformly in J
and X -f /), Σrc ̂ -measurable function. Frequently the corresponding case when all
&χ+j are equal to one and Zχ+J is called a heat-bath and Monte-Carlo dynamics,

respectively. The corresponding finite volume semigroup έP?'Λ = @>^X>A is well de-
fined for every J G JJ. We will be interested in the construction and study of an
infinite volume semigroups ^' defined formally by a generator

<e = ̂ j =

which is well defined on BQ and as an operator in IL,2(μj), with μj being a Gibbs
measure corresponding to the same interaction, is nonnegative and symmetric (i.e.
satisfies the detailed balance condition).

We will need to show that under some suitable conditions the sequence of finite
volume semigroups converges to an infinite volume Markov semigroup, for E-a.a.
configurations J G JJ. For further study of the decay to equilibrium we will need
also to have a control on such a finite volume approximation.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose Φ = {Φχ}χ^^ is a (smooth) interaction of finite range R
and there is an K > d such that

sup E H V / V Φ rf < o o . (2)
X£3?jjezd

Then the limit _ A

P]f = Inn P} λf

exists IE -a.e..
Moreover for any cube A, any A G IR+ and any local function f G ̂  we have

\\P3

tf-P^'Λf\\uύe-AtD(3)\\\f\\\ (3)

provided that d(f,Ac) g: Z for some sufficiently large constant L = L(A(f),R,J)
and

d(f,Ac)l~δ ^ Ct (4)

with a constant C G 1R+ dependent on J, A ( f ) and the choice of A, and with some
(5G(0,1) such that Kδ > d.
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Remark. As the formal infinite volume generator Lj given in (1) is a densely
defined nonnegative and symmetric in IL2(μj), for any Gibbs measure μj corre-
sponding to the same interaction, its Friedrichs extension defines an infinite volume
Markov semigroup, without any extra restrictions on the distribution IE. Such a semi-
group may not be Fellerian and thus a decay to equilibrium in general could not
be discussed on the space of continuous functions. One can make similar remarks
about the discrete case.

Proof. The proof follows a rather standard line, as e.g. in [34, 27]. Additionally
now we need to take care of the IE almost sure behaviour of the nontranslation
invariant interaction.

Let ^Q = {A}«EN be a countable exhaustion of the lattice consisting of a cube
of size n and centred at the origin. We choose in TLd a lexicographic order compatible
with J^o? which interpolates between consecutive cubes by filling the faces. We

want to show that for any local function / G ̂  the sequence p**Λn f9 An G J^o? is
a Cauchy's sequence in the uniform norm. For this, given finite volume semigroups

Pf = β/L/ = Pt'
 mι , (/ = 1,2), corresponding to a given configuration J and the

cubes A^ = Λmi9 (I — 1,2), satisfying /L(1) C Λ^2\ we need to estimate the uniform

norm of the difference Pf^f — P^f. It will be sufficient to do that in the case when
and Λ(2) differ by one point. Then we have

(5)
0

If Λ(2) = /L(1) U {j} we have

(L2 - L! )/f >/ - VjHjt2 Vy/f >/ , (6)

where we have set //7?2 = Hj^m Since

||(L2 - LOPpVH ^ ||Vy/ΓΛ2 | | ||V; P,(2)/II ^ *yl|VyP s

( 2 )/ll » (7)

where

bj= Σ, \\Vj*x\\ h W
\ ̂ T /

we get

IIΛ ( 2 )/-Λ ( 1 )/II« ^ ^/^I|V;^(2)/|| (9)

with {j} = A^\A^l\ Thus to complete this estimate we need to study V/Py / for

j G A(2\ We note that

^

+ Σ (10)
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where Hessj^ = Hess ./2) . Since under our assumptions we have

(11)

with some K G IR+ and

^ Σ Σ \\VjV kΦx\\
k V χ^^ i

^ X^j,k '

(12)
combining with (10) we obtain

\\VjP?}f\\2 ϊ \\Vjf \\2 + fds Σ Gjk\\VjpVf\\.\\VkpWf\\ (13)
0 k:d(j,k)^R

with a matrix

+ 2 Σ HV V t Φ Λ - l l . (14)

Whence we get

fds Σ Gβ\\VkP^f\\ . (15)
0

Iterating this inequality and taking into account that V*/ = 0 if k φ ^i(/), we arrive
at the following bound:

l l ^ Σ Σ Σ ΠG^αJIv//!!. (iβ)

ko=i,kn=j

To proceed further, let us assume that there is an increasing positive function ρ such
that

/, 0)) ^ ρ(Λ/ + rf(/,0)), (17)

where we have taken into account that starting from a point / at each step we can
move at most at the distance R. Using this assumption, we see that for j G
we have

r^..λ / D ΊΠ ^/-α/ ^ Π β(Λ/ + rf(/, 0)) ρ(d(j, o)γ-w»w . (18)
/=! V l=l J

Since the maximal number of walks from the origin to the point j does not exceed
(2R)dn, we obtain the following estimate when j G /L(2)\Λ(1):

ίΎ97?W/W(.λO ί \d(LΪ)IK\

^ Σ ((2g°v Π
«u.u! y /=ι y

(19)
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Now using this and (9) we arrive at the following bound:

(20)

From (20), by induction, for arbitrary sets Λm,Λn G J^o we obtain

X Π β(Rl + d(i,0)) e<
2*»W,0)) i i i y u i (21)

V /=ι / /
To complete our estimates and the proof of existence we need the following prob-
abilistic lemma.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose

sup E H V / V / Φ r l l ^ < oc (22)

K > d. Then there is δ G (0,1) such that

sup \\Vί+kVj+kΦx+k\\ ^ C2(J)(1 +d(k,0))δ , (23)

and therefore

sup ||V/+£Φχ+A:|| ^ CΊ(J)(1+ί/(£,0))<5 (24)

w/Y/z .som^ constants Cι(J) and C2(J) dependent only on J G JJ.

Proof of Lemma 2.2. By simple considerations involving the Tschebyshev inequal-
ity, we see that for any C G (0, oo) we have

E 3k G τd sup
y
)

^ΦΛ-f Σ (1 +d(*,0)Γ^ , (25)
c ι,7,Jr jtez

rf

the series on the right-hand side of (25) being convergent provided that Kδ > d.
Since the positive constant C was arbitrary, we conclude that

E-a.e. (26)
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for every k G TLd and / e TLά', d(i,k) ^ R, with some constant C(J) G (0,oo). From
this the property (23) easily follows. As M is compact, the inequality (24) is a
consequence of (23). This ends the proof of Lemma 2.2. D

Using the definition of G// given in (17) we see that we need to choose the
majorizing function ρ in the form

ρ(/ι) = ρ(J,/ι) = (2κ + C2(J))(1 + nf = C3(J)(1 + nf . (27)

Given this choice and setting TV = d(j\ /), we see that

)
/=ι y

^ C(J,Λ(/))exp(F(7V,0) (28)

with some positive constants €4 = C4(J,/L(/)) and Cs = Cs(J, /!(/)) and C6 =
diam(yl(/)) + rf(/,0), and

F(7V,0 ^ 7V(logί + C7) + C8ί7V^ + C9(logf + log TV) - (1 - (5)7Vlog TV (29)

with some positive constants C-j = C-j(J9Λ(f))9 C% = C%(J9Λ(f)) and C9 =
C9(Λ(f)).

As a consequence, for any L ^ L, with some large constant L = L(A(f\ δ\ and
all TV ̂  L, we have

,0 ^ -At-N , (30)

provided that
Ct^Lλ~δ (31)

with some sufficiently large constant C = C(J,^4). From (21) and (24) it is now
clear that for every Am and An, with Am C ylw and J(/,/l^) ^ Z for some suffi-
ciently large constant L, we have with some constant D(J)

\\P(

t

Λm)f -/f V l l - ^ e-^D(J)|||/||| . (32)

Thus the sequence {PJ }«GN converges on a dense set of local (^1 functions uni-
formly on compact intervals to a Markov semigroup Pt. The semigroup Pt satisfies
also the desired approximation property (3 ) with time growing with the size of An

in a sublinear way (l/C)(d(f,Ac))l~δ, for some δ G (0, 1), provided the distribution
IE of randomness satisfies the appropriate moment condition. This ends the proof of
Theorem 2.1. D

Remark. If the moment condition of Lemma 2.2 would be replaced by a finite
expectation of the exponential of the corresponding quantity, we could take δ = 0,
i.e. in this case we would have the same approximation property as in nonrandom
case.

By similar arguments one can show in the discrete case the following result.
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Theorem 2.3. Suppose Φ = {Φχ}χ^^ is a (smooth) interaction of finite range R
and there is a K > d such that

sup E||ajr+I ||* < o o . (33)
xe

Then the limit

exists ΊE-a.e. Moreover for any cube A, any A G R+ and any local function f G BO
we have

\\Pff - P?'Λf\\u ^ e-AtD(3)\\ I / H I , (34)

provided that d(f,Ac) ^ L for some sufficiently large constant L = L(A(f),R,ΊE)
and

d(f,Ac)l~δ ^ Ct (35)

with a constant C G IR+ dependent on J, A ( f ) and the choice of A, and with some
< 5 e ( 0 , l ) such that Kδ > d.

3. No Spectral Gap Property

We say that a generator L, as a selfadjoint operator in IL2(μ), has a spectral gap iff

0 < gap2(L) Ξ gapi2(/l)(L) Ξ rt » . (36)

In this section we show the absence of the spectral gap property, with prob-
ability one, for some spin systems with random interactions at high temperatures.
A similar property has been first proven in [39] in the case of the discrete Ising
model on 7Ld with nearest neighbour random couplings taking large values with
nonzero probability. In the discrete case the proof given in [39] was strongly based
on the optimal volume dependence of the spectral gap obtained in [37] for an Ising
ferromagnetic model with free boundary conditions. As there is no reason to expect
that such behaviour of the spectral gap will be true in the general continuous case,
(in particular in dimension two if the interaction is invariant with respect to a con-
tinuous group of symmetries), we need to modify our previous strategy. For this
we observe the following simple fact.

Lemma 3.1. For any Gibbs measure μ for a local specification $ = {μ
we have

(n
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Proof. For / € 0(L) with Λ(f) C A and flA, we have

715

μ ( f , f )

(38)

This implies the lemma. D

For our problem it is convenient to consider local functions of the following
form:

f = EWj> (39)
j

where ψj = Tjψ, with some local function ψ G ̂ (L), ψή= const and a collection of
real numbers hj, j G TLd ' . In some applications it will be convenient to consider ψ
as a vector valued function. Then one will need also to adjust the interpretation of
squares.

Then, taking into account also the local structure of our Markov generator, we
get the following convenient upper bound for the spectral gap.

Lemma 3.2.

„,<gap2(L) ^ sup

In the discrete case for single spin flip dynamics we get

which in the particular case of the single spin flip dynamics gives

<
^ SUp

ω

Consider now a spin system with random interaction Φ = {Φχ}χe^ of finite
range /?, on a lattice 7ίd . Let us recall that the random variable Φχ( ,ω), X G J ,̂
ω G Ω are mutually independent. For any j G Z^ we define a translation invariant
interaction

We assume that there is a set 0 of Gibbsian interactions for which the corresponding
theory satisfies the Dobrushin-Shlosman uniqueness condition [9] and we have

Y/ G TLd E{Φ('> G ίP} ^ (43)

with /?o £ (1/2, 1) a positive number to be chosen later. In order to avoid the neces-
sity of considering all the boundary conditions when using Lemma 3.1, we observe
the following simple fact ([1, 28]).
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose for f G 0(L) we have d(f,Ac} > R and Φ(j} G 0 for all
j£Λ\A(f). Then

(44)

and

\μω

Λ(f,n - μBA° (/,/)! ^ C2(/)|<M|e-
M^> (45)

wzϊ/z some constant M > 0 independent of A, f and d(f,Ac), and some constants
C\(f) and Cz(/) dependent only on the function f (and $); /zere μ^D denotes
a finite volume measure with free, periodic or given by some other configuration,
boundary conditions.

Remark. A similar result remains true in the discrete case.
The final preparatory remark is the following probabilistic lemma.

Lemma 3.4. Suppose for any j G %d and some set (9\ D @9 we have

V; G Zd 0 < Pl < E{Φ0) φ $1} (46)

pi G (0, 1). 7%£72 for any number C £ (0, oo), w/ϊ// IE probability one
for every configuration J £ J £/*ere exwi.s1 αrc infinite sequence of disjoint cubes An,
n £ N, w/YA diam(/tw) — ̂ ^oo oo, for which we have

V; ^wc/z ί/iαί Λ ^ d(j,An) ^ Clog |Λ|, Φ0) e β? (47)

V; G Λ, Φ(7'} φ fl?! . (48)

Proof. Let us set

Ξ {y e Λc : d(j,Λ) ^ Clog \Λ\} .

We need only to observe that the probability of an event s$n described by (47) and
(48) satisfies

. (49)

Thus if

\Λn =(|log(/io/»ι)|Γ 1log«> (50)

then

= oo, (51)

and the conclusion of the lemma follows by the Borel-Cantelli lemma. D

As an interesting example we would like to consider the two-dimensional plane
rotator model with random nearest neighbour interaction, i.e. a model on Έ2 with
single spin space M = Sl and the interaction given by

(52)
otherwise
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with Jij being i.i.d. random variables such that

Έ,{Jij G [0, Jo)} ΞΞ po > 0, (53)

where JQ G (0, oc) is a value of the coupling for which the corresponding infinite
system is in the Dobrushin-Shlosman uniqueness region, and

Έ{JC + 1 > Jij > Jc] = Pi > 0 , (54)

where Jc > 0 is a coupling for the nonrandom rotator model in the region of the
Kosterlitz-Thouless phase considered in [19].

We will use the lemmata proven above to show the following result.

Theorem 3.5. In the two-dimensional plane rotator model with random nearest
neighbours couplings satisfying (53) and (54), we have

gap2(L) = 0, Έ-a.e . (55)

Proof. According to Lemma 3.4, for any number C > 0, with E-probability one
there is an infinite sequence of boxes Λn with \Λn\ = (\log p\p2\)~l log/?, with p\
given by (54), and such that

V{i,j}cΛn Jij e (Jc,Jc + I) (56)

and
V{i,7> C δciogΛ, Jij G [0, +/o) . (57)

Now it is convenient to choose ψ to be a vector UQ = (σQ \σ0 ) =
(cosφo,smφo). In this representation we have

d
—(cos<pj,sm<pj) (58)

We will take hj = 1 for j G Λn and zero otherwise. Using Lemma 3.3 and (40),
with some large constant C G (0, oo), we obtain the following bound for the spectral
gap of the generator Lj in IL2(μj),

gap2(Lj) ^ sup T--r Σ μ^ΛnUdc Λn(cos(φj - φk)) + o(\Λn\~l) } , (59)

where μ§ ΛnUQclo An denotes the finite volume Gibbs measure with free boundary
conditions, and

(60)

with some positive constant D independent of Λn and the choice of C.
Since by our choice of An's all the couplings are ferromagnetic, we can use

correlation inequalities of Ginibre, (see e.g. [12] and references given there), to
show that, for any ( j , k ) G Λn, μ® AnUaclo /ι/7(

cos(φ7 ~ <Pk)) is an increasing function
of the couplings so that:

= Vjc,An(
cos(<Pj ~ 9k)} . (61)
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The couplings in the measure on the right-hand side of (60) are all equal to Jc, Jc

being a sufficiently large positive constant, so that the corresponding infinite system
is in the region of the Kosterlitz-Thouless phase. Therefore we can use the estimate
of [19]

with some positive constants a and const independent of y, k G Λn and Jc. Thence
we conclude that for large boxes Λn we have

gap2(Lj) ^ |ΛΓ(1~α/2Jc) (63)

Clearly for sufficiently large Jc we can have a/2Jc < 1. Since \Λn\ diverges to
infinity with n, this implies that the spectral gap of Lj equals zero, E-a.e. D

The proof allows an extension to many other cases of random systems. We
would like to mention here two simple systems on Ί} with discrete spins related to
the ferromagnetic Ising model at the critical point and to the Zn model for which the
Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition has been shown in [19]. We have the following
result.

Theorem 3.6. Suppose M = {—!,+!} or M = {0,...,« — 1} with some n G N,
n > 1. Let the interaction be given by

( —J/ σ/σ/ if X = {//'}
Φχ = < J J , 1 , (64)

[ 0 otherwise

or as in the plane rotator model with φ G {2πk/n : k = 0,...,« — 1}, in both cases
with Jij being i.ί.d. random variables such that

e [0,Jb)} = Pv > 0 (65)

and

^{Jίj =Jc} = P\ > 0 , (66)

where Jc > 0 is a coupling for the nonrandom Ising and Zn model at the critical
point and in the region of the Kosterlitz-Thouless phase, respectively. Then

gap2(J^0)) - 0, ΊE-a.e., (67)

where ^^ is the single spin flip generator.

Remark.

- In the proof for the case of Zn models one has to use the correlation inequalities
of [30] and [19].

- Let us recall that for the ferromagnetic Ising model with nearest neighbours
interactions, one has a spectral gap up to the critical point, [28].
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4. Decay to Equilibrium in Disordered Spin Systems on Z2

In this section we consider (discrete and continuous) spin systems on the two dimen-
sional lattice. We show that under some restrictions on the distribution of random
interaction, (which are typically satisfied in the random spin systems at high temper-
atures), the corresponding stochastic dynamics has with probability one a stretched
exponential upper bound for the decay to equilibrium of local observables. By this
we strengthen the results of [20] concerning the upper bound of decay to equilib-
rium obtained for discrete spin systems. The method of [20] gives a decay for local
observables faster than any algebraic, but much slower than the stretched exponen-
tial. It is based on some disagreement percolation technique and therefore essentially
uses the fact that the single spin space is discrete. Our method is based on the use
of the logarithmic Sobolev inequality and is free of this restriction.

In this section we assume that we are given a random interaction Φ = {Φχ}χ^&
of finite range R > 0, for which a stochastic dynamics considered in Sect. 2,
Theorem 2.3, exists, and which satisfies the following hypotheses.

(HI) For all ξ e 1R we have

Eexp{ξ||Φ<' >(J,-) l | ι } <oo, (68)

where
I |Φ<Λ(J , . ) | | I= Σ iiΦHJ, .)! !«,

and in the continuous case

supEexp{ξ||V*V7 Φ
ω(J, - )||ι} < oo . (69)

kj

(H2) There is a small constant JQ > 0 (specified later), such that

0 < Pl = supE{ \\ΦX\\U > J0} < pb

c(2,R), (70)
x

where pb

c(2,R) is a clustering coefficient (see Kesten [25] and Lemma 5.4 below).
We consider the stochastic dynamics constructed in Sect. 3 with the following

additional assumption in discrete case:
(HD) For all ζ G IR, we have

supEexp{C||(ajr+χJ, - )Γl\\ι} < °c . (71)
j

We remark that, as we have seen in Sect. 2, under the conditions HI and HD
we have with probability one the exponential approximation property for the infinite
volume semigroup up to linear time in the size of the finite volume. The condition
H2 assures that with probability one we have uniqueness and exponential cluster
property for equilibrium measures.

In view of Sect. 3 one can have already an interesting situation if the random
interaction is bounded, but can take sufficiently large values with nonzero probability.
The assumptions given above allows us also to include the case when the interaction
is unbounded, but has a moderate growth when we move to infinity.

In this section we prove the following result.
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Theorem 4.1. Suppose the conditions H1-H2 are satisfied with p\ G (0, pλ) and
JQ G (0,Jo(/?ι)) for some pλ G (0,^(2,7?)) and JQ(P\) > 0 sufficiently small.
Then in the continuous case there is θ G (0, 1 ) such that for any local function
f G ^j with IE probability one, we have

\\Pίf - W(/)IU ^ C(Λ(f\ J)e-<° \\\f\\\ (72)

for all t ^ Γ(yl(/),J), wzYλ some positive random variables C(/l(/),J)
Γ(Λ(/),J). Similarly in the discrete case, if also HD holds with £E(£ O ,OO),

for some sufficiently large Co > 0, then we have

l | w ^ C'(Λ(f\3)e-t\\\f\\\ (73)

for all t ^ T'(Λ(f}, J), vwϊ/z some /zrate positive random variables C'(/L(/), J)

This result is derived as a consequence of the following interesting property:

Theorem 4.2. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 4. 1 are satisfied. Then for any
cube Λn Ξ [— ft, -M]2, /or almost all J G J, there exists a positive integer Λf(J)
such that, for any n ^ N(J),

μj,Anf
2 log/2 ^ 2cj,^SιΛ(/(-^j,Λ/)) + μ<U/2 logμS,Λ/2 (74)

CJ,Λ gcίJ,^)/!1^ (75)

with some random variable c(J,X) G (0, oo) and 7? e (0,1) Z?6>ί/z independent of
n, boundary conditions and the function f. The similar result remains true for
conditional measures μ<j Λ uniformly in ω, as well as in the continuous case with
the corresponding generator LJjyl.

Remark. As it will be clear later from our proof, to be able to bound the logarith-
mic Sobolev constant Cj jyιM, we need that, for a given η G (0, 1), a finite C(R) > 0
which only depends on R and an r0 ^ ΓQ where ΓQ only depends on (p\,η,R),
r o — > 0 when p\ — > 0, we have:

*J° - 1) + 12inf roΛ- l o g E t e x p ^ H H ! } ] + - < 0 .
s > U \ o ,5" /

Then, to get a growth of order n1"^ with some positive constant <&, we need that:

12inf (25r0R- logE[exp{ί||Φ(Λ||ι}] + -
s > U V S S

Now we will present the proof of Theorem 4.1, the main result of this sec-
tion, assuming Theorem 4.2 (proof of which is contained in the next section). As
both cases are very similar, we restrict ourselves to the discrete one, giving only
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a brief remark in the place where some modification for the continuous case is
necessary.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let / £ ̂  be a local function localised in a cube
ΛΠQ = [— fto?+fto]2 Let JTo C JJ be a set of IE-measure one such that for every
J G Jo Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 4.2 are true. Then taking Λn = [— «, +«]2 with
w ^ HO £ IN sufficiently large and [CY] = « — ΠQ, so that Theorem 2.3 is true, we
get

| '̂V(ω)-W/| ̂

^l^'Vίω^ (76)

for arbitrary chosen A £ (0, oo); the estimate of the last term with some constant
M > 0 independent of J and / has been proven in [6] (see also [18, 7]). Therefore
it is sufficient to bound the first term from the right-hand side. One can do that
using Theorem 4.2 and the idea of [24] (see also [33-36 and 39]). We include a
short proof for the readers' convenience. First we observe that for any q G (l,oo)
we have

. (77)

(In the continuous case one needs to use the Holder inequality and to run the
semigroup for a unit time to get such an ultracontractivity estimate, [34].) We want
to use the hypercontractivity for a small fraction δ £ (0, 1 ) of our time, therefore
we choose

q ΞΞ 1 + e2δt/c" (78)

with cn = Cj?yιn. Using the estimate on cj,Λn given in Theorem 4.2 together with our
assumption about the interaction, it is not difficult to see that with IE probability
one we have

(79)
^ '

On the other hand, since Theorem 4.2 implies the hypercontractivity of the semi-
group 0>J<X A», 5 ^ 0 , [22], we obtain

(80)

where we have used the fact that the logarithmic Sobolev inequality with a coefficient
Cn — CJ,ΛH implies a spectral gap at the bottom of the operator — <&* Λ of size not
smaller than the inverse of that coefficient. Now application of the bound on the
growth of cn of Theorem 4.2 together with our choice [Ct] = n — n$, (which is
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possible by our assumptions about the interaction), and (77)-(80), yields

e~At

^C(A(f\i)e-f\\\f\\\ (81)

with some positive random variables Co(Λ(/),J) and C(Λ(/),J). This ends the
proof of Theorem 4.1. D

5. Almost Sure Local Logarithmic Sobolev Inequality

In this section we prove Theorem 4.2 for the case of conditional measures μ^. The
case of free (or periodic) boundary conditions is similar. We will follow closely the
lines of the proof given in [35], only underlying the main points which need to be
changed.

Let {eι}l be the enumeration of {0, 1}2 in which / = ^?=1 e\22~l. Given L G N
(which will be specified later) an element of N, we set:

Γ/ = {(L + 2R)eι + (2(L + 2R))Z2} ΠΛ,Yk = {k + [0, 2(L + * )]2} Π A ,

Λι = U Yk -
Λ6Γ/

By construction the corresponding conditional expectation is a product measure

and therefore using the product property for the logarithmic Sobolev coefficients,
[22], we have

cL = sup max {c(μ%)} = sup max ( max{c(μ%)}] . (82)
ωGΩ '=0v»,3 ωGβ /=0,...,3 \ fceΓ/ /

Let 77o denote the identity operator and define inductively

77m+1 = £ΛW o Πm, where Am — Aι if m = /mod4 ,

where EΛ is an operator defined by

EAf(ω) = μω

Λ(f) .

Then we set for any function / and positive integer m,

fm = Πmfm-\
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Using this notation, for any TV G N we have

h

i£ 2cL £ EΛ[\VΛmfm

 2]+EΛ\ f2

N log
m=l L

We need to estimate every term in the sum on the right-hand side of (83). The
strategy of the proof relies on some sweeping out relations as proved in Lemma 3.14
of [35], that we now recall:

For Y G ̂ , define pγ : Ω2 -> (0,oo) by:

exp{-£/j,y(ώ 7 ω)}
Pr(ω|ω) = ^ φ- *- .

Next, for j G Yc and x G M, we set

(pγ( \ω)

where x QJ ω^y is a configuration in Ω which coincides with ω on Λ\{j} and has

/h coordinate equal to x. Finally, for 0 φ Ϋ C 7, define:

Λ(Y9ΫJ) =

x G M and (ω',ω") G Ω2 ω' \γc = ω"\γc} . (84)

With this notation we have the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1. For any set Y G ̂  and any positive function / G <^1 with the prop-
erty that, for each ω G Ω, the function fγ( ω) is localized in Y\Ϋ, one has
that:

f , f ] ) * , (85)

where we have set
~( i~\

^Ξsup||Φ ( 7 )(J, O l l i - (86)
JtΛ

As a consequence of Lemma 5.1, we can bound the terms EA[\VAmfm

 2] from the
sum on the right-hand side of (83). Indeed, if for X G 2? we set

then, we have:
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Lemma 5.2. For any function /, any nonnegatίve integer m, any integer r, and
any j G dRΛm+ι,

EA[\Vjfm+l\
2] ^ CjjEΛ[\Vjfm\2] + Σ %eay, Σ C%EA[\Vtfm\2] , (88)

YkCΛm i£Yk

where

C = 2l4el2hΛ

= 2l2eShΛmγk

l&(Yk,BJίr Π YkJ)2 otherwise , (89)

with By^ being the ball of radius r centered at the point j.

Proof. First we observe that by construction there is a unique / G Γm such that
j £ 3ft7/. Let Amj = Uyter n{/>c ̂  Since E^ is a product measure, we have

Using Lemma 5.1 and the basic observation that j does not belong to the boundary
of Λmj yields

^24e^EΛ[\Vj(EYl[fϊ\)l\2]. (90)

(In the continuous case the coefficient before the expectation on the right-hand side
would be equal to one.) Next, let r be an integer number and set Ϋ = {i G 7/ :

\i -J\ <r} and F = (EγUm]?' τhen' aβain by (85X but this time aPPUed to F
and Y = YI, we get:

^ 25e4H*EΛί\VjF\2] + 23<%(Yh ΫJ)2EΛ[EY,[F,F]]

^ 25e4h*EΛ[\VjF\2] + 23@(Yι, ΫJ)2m^EΛ\\Vγ,F\2}. (91)

At the same time,

F . r i V Fl2! < 15f4llΛFΛ\^7 f \2~\ + I3<%(Ϋ ff\ iΫm~lFΛί\\7- f I21 (92}Λ L / J ~^ ^ *̂  •'-j A. ι.\ * i J wι\ J ^̂  txZ'^ J- , yjj j ) * " γ *-*Λ. L y ' y w J V /

and

" ). (93)

Finally, since it is clear that

^T,0,0 ^ 1/G^f4^71 ' (94)

it is not hard to deduce Lemma 5.2 from (90), (91), (92), (93). D
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Thus, the crucial point now is to bound the coefficients Q7. For this we need
to bound the spectral gap coefficients m7/ from below and the quantities ^ from
above for an appropriate choice of size L of our cubes. This is the subject of the
following subsection.

5.7. Some Almost Sure Bounds. For a positive integer n, let Λ — ΛntQ be the cube
[—n, -f n]2. We choose r — rn = ΓQ log n and L = Ln = LQ logw, with LQ = 23ro, for
some small ΓQ > 0 to be specified later. When necessary we will use Γ", Λ.^, 7 ,̂

Ϋn

k to denote the sets constructed above with A = Λn, r = rn and L — Ln.
We first prove the almost sure bound on the random coefficients

Bound on &n(lj).

Lemma 5.3. Suppose the conditions (HI) and (H2) are satisfied. There exists a
positive function r$(p\\ r $ ( p \ ) —> 0 when p\ —> 0, a function α = a(/o) £ (0,1),
a(Jo) —> 0 w/zeπ J0 -» 0, flm/ a constant D G (0, oc), 5-wc/z that for any r0 ^ ^0(^1),
for any JQ small enough, for any ε G (0,1), for almost every J G JI there exists
7V(J) G N, so that for any n ^ N(J), arcy / G U*Π, we

,ΓQ log « (95)

Proof. Let 7 C 7 be finite subsets of
we have

and recall that from the definition of R Yj

RYJ(ω\x) = exP { ~ \ Σ

Hence for any 7 G dRY,

: jc G M and (ω,ω) G Ώ2 ω|yc = ώ|yc x

Furthermore, Σx j€χ(Φχ(ω)~Φχ(x °j ω{y}c)) is localised in BJ,R cB7;r/j for large n.
Thus, using clustering properties in the small couplings regions proven in [6] (see
Theorem 2.1), one finds that

Π J x , (96)

where i^(j9 7) denotes the set of the connected paths W = (X\,... ,XP) of (mutu-

ally different) sets intersecting 7 with diameter less than R and such that j £X\,
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9 and

yχ = {\
e4J° - 1 if \ΦX\ ^

otherwise .

Using our assumption HI about the interaction we have the following simple almost
sure bound on the first factor from the right-hand side (96):

A Λ - ^ | l o g » (97)

with any ε G (0, 1) for all sufficiently large n (dependent on J). Thus we need
only to get an almost sure bound of the sum from the right-hand side of (96)
in the case where Y = Y" and Ϋ = B7jΓn Π 7*. As observed in [6] this boils down
to showing that with probability one in every term Πxe w Ίχ a larβe number of
factors is smaller than one. This is the content of the following lemma (stated in any
dimension).

Lemma 5.4. Let

) #{x e W}

Then, for any /7G(0, 1), there exists a positive function r^(p\,η,d\ r^(p\,η,d)
when p\ — > 0, such that, for any r0 ^ r^(p\,η,d)\

E< Π U ϊ inf λ/(r0log/ι) ^

provided that p\ = sup^E{||Φ^||M ^ J0} < Pb

c(d,R) with some pb

c(d,R) G (0, 1)
sufficiently small.

In the special case R = I this is a result of Kesten [25]. A proof of Lemma 5.4
will be given below (only for the readers' convenience, as the idea is similar to the
one in [25]). Now we can use it to complete the proof of Lemma 5.3 as follows.
By Lemma 5.4 we have with probability one for n sufficiently large an estimate

Σ Π yx ^ Σ - ,
t α ( i - α

where

O C Ξ Ξ (C(R)(e4jQ - I)1*)*

with some constant C(R) G (0,oo) dependent only on the range of the interaction
(for a given dimension of the lattice). This together with (97) implies the desired
estimate of Lemma 5.3. D

Now we prove Lemma 5.4.
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Proof of Lemma 5.4. We will show that the opposite event has probability zero,
i.e. that for some η G (0, 1), we have

E| n \J{3jeΛn:λj(rn)<η}\=0. (98)
[£eN«^£ J

For this, using the definition of λj(r) and that the interaction is of finite range R,
we observe that for a given η G (0, 1 ), we have:

E
1=1

Since with some constants C(R,d) G (0, oo)

#(3Xl9...9Xk :j eJfι,^ n^ + 1Φ

using the Tchebyshev inequality, for any positive real number A, we have:

E { Ay (r) < 77} ^ £ C(Λ,ί/)^-^(1- |/)*supE[^1"^ιι«^o] . (99)
*^[

But, if pι=Έ{\\Φχ\\u>Jo}9

= eAp\

As a consequence, if p\ is small enough, we can pick η and A so that:

Ξ Δ(R, Pl,A,η) = C(R)(eApλ + 1 - /j,^-*1-" < 1 .

For example, if /?ι <2cbj» and if we choose A = - \ogp\, we get that, for any η:

A = A(-logPl) = C(R,d)p\-\2 -Pl)£ 2C(R,d)p\-η , (100)

which is smaller than 1 if η is small enough. Using (99), we get

(101)

Since by our choice Λn = (2n + 1 )d and rw = ΓQ log w we get

ΣV{3j€Λn:λj<η}<w, (102)
ίίGlN

provided that

^ log J + < / < - ! . (103)
/V

This clearly can be satisfied when p\ is small enough. Now, if (103) is true, we
can use the Borel-Cantelli lemma to conclude that (98) is true. This concludes the
proof of Lemma 5.4. D
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Remark. If pλ < (l/2C(R,d))9 it follows from (100) that, for any η in (0, 1), such

that 2C(R,d)pl~
η < 1, we can choose ΓQ as any real number in (r$(p\\ +00) with

,, R(d+\)

It is clear that ro(/?ι) goes to zero when p\ — » 0. D

Bound on the spectral gap coefficients. We will show the following almost sure
lower bound for spectral gap:

Lemma 5.5. There exists a positive constant τ such that:

and

Remark. One can choose

U Π {V/ € ^HIB^ ^ exp(-τ log/i)} V = 1 .
N

τ <Ξ f inf (22RL0- log£[exp(ί||Φ(j°||ι)] + -} ,+oc) .
V > o V s sj J

We remark that we can choose τ = τ(L0) — > 0 as Z0 — > 0.

Proof. We first recall //ze standard spectral gap lower bound: For any ω £ Ω and
any cube 7 we have

= | y | s u p e x p 8 Σ »*'»• ' (104)

where Vl'n = {j G Y^ : \j\ — ί\\ ^ R}. We have also the following large deviation
estimate.

Lemma 5.6. There exists a finite constant τ, such that:

E < U Π { V£ e U Γ",Ll sup exp 8 £ l l φ * l l» ^ exp(τlogπ) } } = 1 .
( N n ϊ N ( i i€Y; \ jrnf..-Φβ y J J

Proof. Indeed, by Borel Cantelli's Lemma, it is enough to show that:

,L2

n supexp [8 E ll**l l« > exp(τlog«) < oo
Φ0 / J
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for some constant τ G ( 0 , oo). But, Tchebyshev's inequality implies that for any
s>0:

4^0log£[exp(8s||Φω||ι

where we used in the last line the fact that VUn ^ 2R(2LQ\ogn + 27?) and the
~(/)

invariance by translation of the law of | |Φ | |ι; const denotes a positive constant
independent of n G N.

As a consequence, if we choose τ > 22RLQ^ log£[exp{s||Φ J \\\}] + |, for some
s, we get Lemma 5.6. Using Lemma 5.6 and the standard spectral gap lower bound
we obtain the first point of Lemma 5.5 with the constant τ given in Lemma 5.6.

It is clear that we can apply the same strategy to prove the second point of
Lemma 5.5. D

5.2. Almost Sure Local Logarithmic Sobolev Inequality. As a consequence of
Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5 we get the following estimate:

Lemma 5.7. Suppose (H2) is true with some sufficiently small JQ G (0, oo). Then
for almost every coupling J, there exists an integer N(3\ so that for any
n ^ Λf(J), any integer m and any j G dΛ"l9 and all functions f G %?\

i \ι-/\^2LQ log/7+3/?

og«α r o l o g / 7eτ l o g / ί) . (105)

We now follow the end of the proof of (3.13) given in [35]. With L0 = 23r0,
by induction we find that:

Lemma 5.8. For almost every coupling J, there exists an integer number N(J)
such that, for any n ^ Af(J), any j G SΛn

m+l and for all functions f G ̂ ^ we

(106)

αrolog/7 . (107)

Now suppose that rologα + 12τ < 0, i.e. if JQ is small enough so that there exists
an η > 0 and a s > 0 such that:

r0η\og(e4J° - 1) + 12 (22RL0- log^[exp{j||ΦO)||ι}] + - ) < 0 , (108)
V s s /
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and so Ξn G (0,1). Then we find that, for n large enough:

Σ EΛn[\VΛm+lfm\2] 5g ĵ - Σ EΛn[\VΛnfm\2} . (109)

But we can also use Lemma 5.7 to see that, when m ^ 3:

so that, again by induction, we conclude that for n large enough:

Σ EΛ4\VΛm+l(f^\2] ^ 3-^[ |V^/ | 2 ] . ( I l l )
L — ^n

Hence (83) applied with Λ — Λn and Z = Ln = [L0 log n], gives that

EΛ* ί/2log (lΓTr2\}} = ~cΛ"EΛ»[\VΛnf\2} , (112)
I \^ΛnU J / J

where

. (113)

Finally, we can bound the logarithmic Sobolev coefficient c/,Λ in terms of the spectral
gap coefficients on the cubes Y£ and of the logarithmic Sobolev coefficient CQ on
(M, VM) as follows.

Lemma 5.9.

cLn ^ sup J2co + — 2sup| |Φω | |? |7Λ |co + sup||Φ ( /) | |ι|7*| + l l
[ my; xeYk jeγk J

(114)

α ^«/ϊ^ constant C(R).

Now let us recall that for large «,

with arbitrary small ε G (0, 1 ). Let us note also that all the positive constants
α = α(Jo), ^o = r$(P\\ LQ = 23r0 and the constant τ = τ(p\) can be made arbi-
trarily small by choosing p\ sufficiently small. Therefore, using the formula for Kn,
Ξn and c^rt, we conclude that there is a constant $ = ^(J^pi) ^0 as JQ, p\ — > 0
such that for all n ^ N(3) we have

CΛ. ^C(JV (115)

with some positive constant C(J). In particular by choosing JQ > 0 and p\ > 0
sufficiently small, we get the bound given above satisfied with ϋ G (0, 1 ). Now
taking into account the assumption (HD), which implies the almost sure bound on
the growth of %+z, one easily arrives at the result of Theorem 4.2 with

cn = ^ C(J)/ι*

with some positive constant C(J) independent of n G N. This ends the proof of
Theorem 4.2. D
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